




1) Read in master dataset  

2) Read in candidate dataset  

3) Calculate Metadata comparisons  

 a. Geographic distance  

 b. Height distance  

 c. Jaccard Index  

4) Calculate Data Comparisons  

 a. Overlapping Data: Index of Agreement  

 b. Non-Overlapping Data: Rely on metadata  

5) Fate of candidate station is one of the following:  

 a. Merge with the master station  

 b. Station is unique and added to the master dataset  

 c. Station has not enough information and withheld  



metadata_threshold: the first metadata threshold that takes into account the distance, height, 
and jaccard probabilities (default is 0.50)  

metadata_threshold2: the second metadata threshold used if there is no overlap period 
between the master and candidate station (higher than the first metadata threshold) (default is 
0.85)  

posterior_threshold_same_txn: threshold where TMAX/TMIN candidate station has to exceed 
in order to merge with the master station (default is 0.50)  

posterior_threshold_unique_txn: threshold where TMAX/TMIN candidate station has to 
exceed in order to be considered a unique station (default is 1.30)  

posterior_threshold_same_txn: threshold where TAVG candidate station has to exceed in order 
to merge with the master station (default is 0.50)  

posterior_threshold_unique_txn: threshold where TAVG candidate station has to exceed in 
order to be considered a unique station (default is 0.90)  

overlap_threshold: overlap period that must exist between the master and candidate station in 
order to calculate a data comparison via the Index of Agreement (default is 60 months)  

gap_threshold: gap period that must exist when merging a candidate station with the master 
station (default is 60 months)  



























• A lot of “subjective” decisions go into the program 

 Ordering of the source deck 

 Thresholds to merge / unique / withheld (currently 8) 

 Thresholds to create lookup table 

• “Recommended” version of the merge, along with a 
few different variants 

 Characterize uncertainty 



• Current Variants 

 Reorder the decks to prioritize NMA’s and qc/raw over 
homogenized (Colin M) 

 Similar to Colin M, but lower overlap threshold from 60 
months to 24 months (David L) 

 Change thresholds to make withheld bin as large as possible 

 Change thresholds to make withheld bin as small as possible 

 Remove all homogenized sources (Matt M) 

 Remove test for uniqueness during data comparison. (Jay L)  

 Remove TAVG sources, reorder list to prefer stations with 
longer POR, and change thresholds to merge more stations 
(Peter T) 



# Stns 

GHCN v3.1 (20120904) 7,280 

GHCN v3.2 (20120924) 7,280 

recommended 37,322 

jay  40,252 

matt 36,896 

peter 32,356 

high 33,586 

low 45,215 

colin 25,827 

david 27,509 

• Number of Stations 
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ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/globaldatabank/monthly/stage3/ 

• All data and code available for ISTI eyes only 

• Recommended and Variants 

• Have fun! 

• Comments to me 
 jared.rennie@noaa.gov  


